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Create Impact in the Kitchen
TAMPA, FL. (October 14, 2008) – The kitchen is usually the hub for all activities in the home.
It is a place where you share a cup of coffee with neighbors, the place your family hangs out
before and after meals and where guests always gravitate to during parties. So why not brighten
and modernize your kitchen by simply installing a new backsplash or accent wall.
Whether your kitchen is traditional or contemporary, glass is a superior material to use in creating
impact. It is extremely simple to keep clean, impervious to dirt and requires minimal maintenance.
It is also a fine way to spice up the area with a burst of color and, due to its highly reflective
nature, can make small kitchens look larger!
Diamond Tech Tiles newest additions to their Dimensions Glass Tile Series are a perfect tile to
add interest to your kitchen. Choose from such colors as yummy Chocolate, sunny Spring,
ultimate Bright White, earthy Army and Desert. That is not all, six new color mixes; Tribal, Mink,
Metro, Meadow and Mountain Air will have guests raving.
Diamond Tech Tile realizes not everyone likes a small mosaic, so they have extended their
Dimensions Series to include the very popular 2” X 2” and 3” x 6” field tile. The new sizes are
available in all colors, complimenting most popular counter top materials.
Because a backsplash is very visible to anyone entering the kitchen, it make sense that adding
glass to this area will freshen, as well as modernize the look affordably. Diamond Tech Tiles
offers an array of tiles for you to create just the type of impact you want to make.
Visit www.DiamondTechTiles.com and explore the affordable luxury of Diamond Tech Tiles.
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About Diamond Tech Tiles
Diamond Tech Tile is a subsidiary of The Daniels Corporation, a customer-friendly American based company. Founded
over 25 years ago, the Daniels Corporation’s primary objective is to promote the use of art glass and mosaics by providing
innovative products.
Since 2001 our passion for art glass and mosaics has spilled over into the architecture and interior design arenas.
Inspired by the belief that the beauty of glass and mosaics should be an affordable luxury for all, Diamond Tech Tiles
thrives.
Today our products are used in both exterior and interior design applications, including kitchen backsplashes, bathrooms,
fireplace surrounds and feature walls. Our products are also ideal for pools, fountains and spas. Diamond Tech Tiles is
dedicated to providing our customers with the best products for the greatest value. We offer several lines of tiles, each
with a distinctive look and feel to maximize design possibilities.

